
Research, development and insights are always at the heart of our activity schedule
From an online Insight Centre available 24/7 to all members, a Members’ Directory offering insight into our members’ 
companies and their participation in I IMPA-driven  initiatives, to three different platforms giving a voice to our 
community of supply chain professionals, we are keen to share knowledge that assists members in their daily work. 
We are also proud – throughout the year – to form industry clusters which allow us to collaborate with our members 
and exchange valuable knowledge that helps us build better projects and initiatives for the industry. 

IMPA | INSIGHTS
We drive business improvements in the industry through a continuous flow of topical content 

Become listed in the IMPA online Members’ Directory, the only virtual platform showing  
you real-time information about a members’ business, sustainability practices and more

The IMPA Members’ Online Directory is our digital platform listing all our purchaser and supplier members, as well  
as their company descriptions, products and services supplied, involvement with our other initiatives, and more. 

Suppliers can make their company known and even stand out further by using our discounted premium listing 
capabilities, while purchasers can use the Directory as a tool for finding high-quality manufacturers and suppliers. 
The online platform is available 24/7 to all IMPA members and because we know that every minute counts, it is 
updated daily.

Go to the IMPA Online Members’ Directory to see:

Is the company an active member of IMPA, committed to move the industry forward?

Does the company factor in economic, social and environmental considerations in its value chain and places 

sustainability at the heart of its strategy?

Is the company committed to reducing its negative impacts on the environment and furthering the Sustainable 
Development Goals?

Would the company in question stock the category of products or services you need?

Does the company use the MSG to streamline its processes and facilitate specification of products?

Browse the IMPA Members’ Directory: www.impa.net/members-directory

Want to get involved? 

Reach out to Jasmine and Dom from the IMPA Insights team. info@impa.net | +44 (0) 1206 987615 

Get 24/7 access to the IMPA Insight Centre where you can read and download our latest reports, 
how-to papers, and best practice guidance for the sector

The IMPA Insight Centre is our online platform where we store our latest titbits of information for members’ benefit; from 
in-depth technical briefing papers, research documents to best practice guides and supplier presentations, the Centre 
is designed not only to give you the latest in the industry, but also to support the various education programmes we run 
throughout the years. Covering strategic and tactical issues in the maritime supply chain, the IMPA Insight team works with 
industry experts to convert their thinking into practical manuals for our members.

Learn more. Visit www.impa.net/resources

Visit the IMPA BLOG, IMPA’s original home for the latest maritime procurement news, ground-
breaking insights, and critical thinking

Whether you want to read current commentary and analysis in shipping or engage in industry dialogue around the global 
maritime supply chain, we have that and more over on the IMPA BLOG. Supplier members benefit from advertisement 
discounts when using our BLOG to increase their brand’s awareness, while purchaser members are encouraged to 
contribute with articles, as well as use the blog as one of their sources of industry information.

Join the conversation at www.impablog.com

Listen to the IMPA CAST, IMPA’s podcast bringing you essential industry topics

Launched in 2020, the IMPA CAST is IMPA’s newest Insight endeavour. Every other month, an IMPA team member sits 
down with one or more guests and takes a deep dive into a new topic of interest; from human rights in business and 
sustainability to what new challenges purchasers and suppliers are facing, we are on a mission to make your morning 
commute something you look forward to. IMPA members are invited to submit topics for discussion and  jump onboard as 
a guest on an episodes, while supplier members can benefit from generous advertising discounts.

Listen to the IMPA CAST. Search for it on any of your favourite podcast apps!

Read the MT, IMPA’s seasonal journal packed with industry news, views and reviews

Increasing in popularity each year, the Marine Trader Journal is IMPA’s official publication, circulated worldwide to purchasing 
staff within world-leading ship owning and management companies, as well as marine suppliers, all IMPA members and 
other marine publications. Regardless of whether you are new to purchasing or have been involved in the industry and 
made marine purchasing your career over many years, the MT will have something for every one.

Read the MT. IMPA members can do so at www.impa.net/marine-trader

We are dedicated to supporting IMPA members in their everyday work, and our Insights portfolio is always expanding. 
Our members benefit from exclusive insights, and they are encouraged to suggest new topics. 
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